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NOC No 1013-69715-Fire/50699 

Punjab Fire Services 
(Jalandhar MC) 

FIRE SAEETY CERIIFICATE 

Issued on 18-Apr-2023 at Jalandhar MC 

https: /Ifirgro lypurijat grouinlgPrirt n aspr3 

Certified that the SETH HUKAM CHAND SD PUBLIC SR SEC SCH00L at 
SETH HUKAM CHAND SD PUBLIC SR SEC SCHOOL NEW PREM NAGAR comprised of 0 
basements and 3 (Upper floor) ownedloccupied by NARESH KUMAR BUDHIA have cotnpiled 

with the fire prevention and fire safety requirernents of National Building Code and verified by the officer concerned of fire service on 18-Apr-2023 the presence of SETH HUKAM CHAND SD 
PUBLIC SR SEC SCHOOL (Name of the owner or his representatíve) and that the building / 

premises is fit for occupancy group Education group B subdivision B 1 (As per NBC) for period of 

1 

NOC Type: Renew 

2 

3Hea ag re à fa SETH HUKAM CHAND SD PUBLIC SR SEC SCHOOL 
HUKAM CHAND SD PUBLIC SR SEC SCHOOL NEW PREM NAGAR 

(Gt HH8) HBn3/aEHed NARESH KUMAR BUDHIA viA ggz gá 0 TH 

H¥ �S â ft 18-Apr-2023 fae Jalandhar MC. 

HHeai fE SETH HUKAM CHAND SD PUBUC SR SEC SCHOOL (HHA H HH Yeitsi) 

fHg/ fasfs raá BÉ tdT àI OcCupancy Group Education group B subdivisin B 1 (5. 

Dated 18-Apr-2923 

Fire Safety arrangements shall be kept in wworking condition at all the times. 

No, alteration/ addition/ change in use of occupancy is allowed. 

fa SETH 

Occupants/ owner should have trained staff to operate the operation of fire safety 

system provided there in. 

Fire Officer can check the arrangements of fire safety at any tirne, this certificate will be 

withdrawn without any notice if any deficiency is found. 

* Above Details cannot be used as ownership proof. 

5. Occupants/ owner should apply for renewal of fire safety certificate one nonth prior to 

expiry of this certificate. 

* This is digitaly created cerificate, no signatue are needed 

erint nnrneEnRaa 

one year from issue date. Subject to the following conditions. 
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